Abstract. Th is article shows the results of multi-dimensional studies on enterprises subject to bankruptcy in 2013. Th is article discusses the structure of entities on the basis of the following criteria: legal and organizational form, ownership form, and the main profi le of business activities indicating the industrial belonging of bankrupt and insolvent debtors. Th e studies were also oriented towards the evaluation of the analysed phenomenon on a regional basis, i.e. in the administrative division of Poland. Th e author evaluating the level of concentration of bankruptcy processes, particularly in provinces of Poland, applied the LQ coeffi cient used in economic geography to study the intensifi cation level of selected spacious phenomena.
INTRODUCTION
Statistics included in this article which constitute the basis for the conducted analyses originate from the publication of court rulings pertaining to bankruptcies of enterprises collected by the author directly from publications of commercial courts in the Court and Commercial Journal. Th e background of these bankruptcy statistics recorded and discussed in the study about the administrative division of Poland was the most updated data (gathered as of 20 January 2014) from the Local Data Bank of the Central Statistical Offi ce. As of the day of closing statistics, bankruptcies of enterprises declared in 2013 were compared to the condition of national business entities registered in the National Offi cial Register of Business Entities at the end of the 3 rd quarter of 2013. As they were the most updated statistical data made available in January 2014 by the Central Statistical Offi ce. In line with the above, in order to collect a statistical material necessary to carry out structural studies, the publications of the Court and Commercial Journals issued from 1 January 2013 to 20 January 2014 were particularly analysed.
Th e analysis of quantitative and structural changes in the number of bankruptcies of enterprises constitutes a very important research area which should be permanently monitored by the broadly defi ned research pertaining to the so-called business demography. Although the term "business demography" is commonly applied abroad -both by the Eurostat and a vast array of independent scientists (statisticians, economists, geographers and the like), its etymology raises some reservations and oppositions, e.g. in the milieu of Pol-ish statisticians (Domański, Szreder, 2010, pp.36-40) ; (Stefanowicz, 2011, pp.36-37) ; (Walkowska, 2010, p.40) ; (Paradysz, 2011, pp.27-35) ; (Dominiak, 2005, p.188) ; (Ptak-Chmielewska, 2012, pp.1-15) .
Apart from this terminology discussion, it is necessary to agree that the issue of bankruptcy of enterprises constitutes a very essential research fi eld which interests not only scientists, but primarily businessmen in periods of prosperity and recession. Th e aim of the research was to indicate some noticeable quantitative changes and tendencies in the development of this phenomenon, as well as to evaluate changes in its internal structure. Further, the conducted studies focused on the analysis of bankruptcy processes in individual provinces of Poland. Due to the restricted size of this article, the author narrowed research results and discussed them with respect to the entire Poland and the general administrative division of Poland from the perspective of the individual provinces and without their precise and specifi c characteristics.
THE METHODOLOGY OF REGIONAL IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT THROUGH USING THE BANKRUPTCY PROCESSES CONCENTRATION CRITERION
Regional analyses aimed at developing a ranking of provinces characterized by the lowest concentration of bankruptcy processes were based on a measure applied in economic geography called the LQ coeffi cient (location quotient). By analysing the scale of bankruptcy processes not only on an all-Poland basis, but also with respect to the individual regions, their intensity can be referred to the number of enterprises registered in a given province. Th erefore, a map of bankruptcy processes becomes relativised with respect to a factual intensity of business processes in a given region of Poland. For the research purposes it was determined that the LQ coeffi cient is a relative assessment of the concentration of enterprises declared to be bankrupt in a specifi c region [U REG / N REG ] with respect to a total number of business entities belonging to the analysed group in the economy with respect to all business entities operating in the state economy [U PL /N PL ]. Th is concentration of bankruptcy processes was expressed by the following formula (Gilmer, Keil, Mack, 1989, pp.3-6) . Th e LQ coeffi cient is broadly applied in economic geography and the economic analysis of regions to determine an intensity of the analysed phenomenon in a given region with respect to the entire economy. It is assumed that if the LQ exceeds the value of 1j. (some scientists claim that it is greater than 1.2j), it means the extraordinary concentration of the analysed phenomenon in a given region. In this article, a reference point of the intensity of bankruptcy processes in individual provinces of Poland is the number of business entities registered in the National Offi cial Register of Business Entities as of the end of the third quarter of 2013.
THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF BANKRUPTCY OF COMPANIES IN POLAND UNTIL 2013
Although it may be concluded from statistics about bankruptcies of enterprises shown on graph 1 that the number of bankruptcies in Poland changes (increase), but it does not fi nally happen. Since the data on bankruptcies of enterprises collected as of 20 January 2014 show that the number of these processes declined by 4% compared to 2012. However, the analysis of semi-annual data (and statistics shown in graph 1) shows that the fi nal number of bankruptcies in 2013 should subtly grow. As of the end of June 2013 there were 463 bankruptcies, whereas the fi rst half of 2012 witnessed 424 bankruptcies. Whereas the 2013 closing balance shows 865 bankruptcies compared to 899 bankruptcies declared last year. Th ese semi-annual data prove that the fi nal number of bankruptcies in 2013 increases so much that de facto it exceeds the balance of previous years, again. Th e ongoing monitoring of bankruptcies of enterprises conducted each day (and also during the development of statistical data included in this study, id est following 20 January 2014) shows that Polish commercial courts much quicker inform about bankruptcy rulings. Th erefore, it may be assumed that the 2013 bankruptcy balance certainly grows (due to delays between commercial courts' rulings and the publication of this information in the Court and Commercial Journal, but this growth will not be so high as two or three years ago. Graph 1 shows bankruptcy statistics in Poland in the years 2007-2013. In 2013, 21 per each 100,000 business entities registered in the National Offi cial Register of Business Entities in Poland declared bankruptcy. In the same group of business entities as many as 4,970 enterprises were liquidated (deleted from register of the Central Statistical Offi ce). Hence, it is noteworthy that liquidation processes were 233 times more frequent than bankruptcy processes. Th is disproportion, however, is not surprising as the "demographic movement" of enterprises (deriving from a broader term: "business demography'), particularly their liquidations and new incorporations, is a normal phenomenon in business statistics. 
Graph 1. Bankruptcies in Poland in the years 2007-2013
Source: Own work. Total private sector -registered in the National Official Register of Business Entities
TOTAL BUSINESS ENTITIES DECLARED BANKRUPT IN 2013
Total public sector -registered in the National Official Register of Business Entities Source: own work.
Th e group of dominating organizational and legal forms in which the enterprises that declared bankruptcy in 2013 operated includes the same kinds of enterprises as in the previous years. Th e 2013 bankruptcy structure greatly resembles the distribution of these entities observed in 2012. Th e largest group (58.50% of total bankruptcies) of enterprises subject to bankruptcy in 2013 was limited liability companies. Th is quite common and relatively low-cost form of business (min. PLN 5,000 share capital) was always considered in business as safer and more reliable than very numerous (dominant) natural persons conducting nonagricultural business activities. In the meantime, these companies, after reducing the required share capital, largely lost this conventional reliability status. On the one hand, they are already mature (on a capital basis) forms of marketable operation, but on the other hand this low level of the required capital ceased to be any guarantee of their fi nancial reliability long time ago.
Almost every fi fth company that declared bankruptcy in 2013 was run by natural persons who conducted non-agricultural business activities (23.58%). Th eir share in total bankruptcies in this period is almost the same as in the previous year. Traditionally, the third place in the ranking of bankruptcy intensity processes is occupied by joint-stock companies, the bankruptcies of which equalled to 9.36% in 2013 of total court cases in this respect in 2013. Table 2 shows the detailed analysis of organizational and legal forms in which the enterprises subject to bankruptcy in 2013 were registered and conducted their businesses. Whereas, Table 3 shows the detailed distribution of bankruptcies declared in 2013 on the basis of the criterion of ownership form of these entities.
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Please to submit tables in full editable MS Word format Table 2 Structure of bankruptcies in Poland in the years 2012-2013 divided into organizational and legal forms Source: Own work.
By analysing data shown in Table 3 it is noteworthy that similarly to the previous years, most bankruptcies in 2013 were declared by enterprises owned by natural persons (47.28%) or were other private domestic ownership (12.95%). Th is form of ownership amounting to over 60% of total bankruptcies in 2013 is dominant and characteristic for the analysed phenomenon in the last four years of the analysis in this regard. Moreover, it may also be noticed that unlike the previously discussed bankruptcy structure analysed with respect to organizational and legal forms in which bankrupt companies operated, the ownership structure of the discussed bankruptcies is similar to the structure that occurs inside the number of national economy enterprises registered in the Central Statistical Offi ce and the National Offi cial Register of Business Entities.
Moreover, it is worth emphasizing that the statistics discussed in this article are a very general outlook on bankruptcy processes and it is necessary to bear in mind that the signifi cance of bankruptcy of a jointstock company cannot be compared to the insolvency of a civil-law partnership or frequently even to a limited liability company. As it this case the strength and intensity of relations, as well as relationships with business partners, number of employees and potential creditors is incomparably higher. Th is idea must be borne in mind all the time when analysing subsequent statistical data on the scale and intensifi cation of individual groups of enterprises subject to bankruptcy proceedings in Poland. Th is general image of the bankruptcy structure of enterprises in 2013 should be deepened through the relativisation of the bankruptcy scale in subsequent provinces of Poland, comparing the number of enterprises subject to bankruptcy to the number of enterprises operating in a given region.
THE REGIONAL CONCENTRATION OF BANKRUPTCY PROCESSES IN THE AD MINISTRATIVE DIVISION OF POLAND
Similarly to the previous years, the largest absolute number of bankruptcies was noted in the Mazowieckie Province. However, such absolute presentation of a scale of bankruptcies of enterprises is not reliable as conditions of operation of business entities, and hence the scale (number) of such enterprises is diversifi ed in other Polish provinces. Th e number of bankruptcies declared in 2013 compared to this phenomenon in 2012 and in the administrative division of Poland is shown in Table 4 . Th e overlapping of data on bankruptcies of enterprises and the statistics about the number of enterprises registered in the National Offi cial Register of Business Entities makes it possible to count the LQ coeffi cient. Th is measure was applied to determine the intensity of bankruptcy processes in the administrative division of Poland. Table 5 shows relevantly ordered Polish provinces beginning from those regions where the relation of bankruptcies of enterprises to national economy entities is the highest. Th e highest level of the LQ coeffi cient calculated in the last column of Tables 5 and 6 shows the highest concentration of bankruptcies of enterprises. Th e LQ coeffi cient was calculated on the basis of the condition of national economy enterprises at the end of the 3 rd quarter of 2013 compared to bankruptcies declared in the entire 2013. As of the day of the study those were the most updated data of the Central Statistical Offi ce that formed the basis for the number of bankruptcy processes in individual provinces of Poland.
Source: Own calculations.
Despite the fact that as for absolute terms the most bankruptcies declared in 2013 were recorded in the Mazowieckie Province (158 enterprises; LQ 2013 =1.03 entities), the reference of bankruptcies to the number of enterprises operating in given provinces caused that the Dolnośląskie Province (139 bankruptcies; LQ 2013 =1.88 entities), the Zachodniopomorskie Province (60 bankruptcies, LQ 2013 =1.28 entities) and the Warmińsko-Mazurskie Province (32 bankruptcies, LQ 2013 =1.23 entities) became the regions with defi nitely the highest intensity of bankruptcy processes in Poland. By using this evaluation criterion of the intensity of bankruptcies in the economy in the individual regions of Poland, in 2013 those provinces had the aboveaverage level of bankruptcy compared to the rest regions of Poland. In 2013 the lowest intensity of bankruptcy processes were observed in the Pomerania Province (29 bankruptcies, LQ 2013 =0.50 entities).
THE INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS OF BANKRUPTCY OF ENTERPRISES IN POLAND IN 2013
Th e industrial analysis of bankruptcy of enterprises in 2013 was conducted on the basis of basic codes of the 2007 Polish Classifi cation of Activities 1 provided in registration documents (or their subsequent updates) by entrepreneurs declared to be bankrupt. However, this analysis includes 76.42% (661 entities) of total bankruptcies registered in the analysed period. Since it refers to all the other organizational and legal forms in which the enterprises subject to bankruptcy operated, excluding natural persons conducting business activities and civil-law partnerships.
Similarly to 2012, almost every third bankruptcy declared in 2013 referred to construction enterprises. It equalled to 29.79% of total bankruptcies declared in that period. Payment backlogs resulting from the excessive use of deferred payments and still ineff ective public tenders for infrastructural works in which a price is a basic criterion of selecting a contractor, constitute -according to the author -two fundamental determinants of such high share of general construction enterprises in the structure of bankruptcies in Poland. Bearing in mind the fact that this situation is almost identical as in the previous years, it is important to emphasize that the construction industry became exceptionally unstable and little reliable for entities operating in this fi eld of industry. In 2013 the main profi les of bankruptcies of enterprises referred to various types of construction works conducted by these enterprises such as erection of residential and non-residential buildings, construction of roads, highways, industrial pipelines, distribution networks, power grids, water and sewage, heat, gas and air-conditioning systems, civil engineering facilities, water facilities, and specialist and fi nishing works.
Bankruptcies in the construction industry always aff ect the industrial structure of bankruptcies of production enterprises. Production companies (various types) equalled to 24.06% of total enterprises declared bankrupt in 2013. It is hard to precisely diff erentiate the construction production in a strict sense (for the purposes of the construction industry), but it may be observed that among production enterprises that declared bankruptcy there were also enterprises that produced for the construction industry plastic goods, construction concrete goods, pre-fabricated concrete goods, metal structures and their parts, as well as conducted the mechanical treatment of metal structures and carpentry products for the construction industry.
In general, the remaining bankruptcies of production enterprises can be classifi ed as follows: -production and food production (16.33% of bankruptcies of production enterprises), among others, meat products, preservation of fi sh and shellfi sh, processing and preservation of fruit and vegetables, production of bakery products, beer, non-alcoholic beverages and mineral water; -production of wear and textile products (11.56% of bankruptcies of production companies), among others, production of textile products, work wear, wear, underwear, stocking products, footwear and leather tanning; -production and processing of wood (10.20% of bankruptcies of production enterprises), among others, production of sawmill, wooden, cork, straw products used to weave, and production of corrugate paper and cardboard; -production of offi ce and shop furniture (10.20% of bankruptcies of production enterprises); -production of electronic and electrical equipment (5.44% of bankruptcies of production enterprises), among others, production of computers and peripherals, production of communication equipment, lightning equipment, and electrical household appliances. In 2013, the last two main groups of bankruptcies were trade enterprises. Th e total number of these bankruptcies included 24.71% of total bankruptcies covered by this study. Th is group included both bankruptcies of wholesalers (18.82% of total bankruptcies in 2013 and 76.16% of bankruptcies of trade companies), as well as bankruptcies of retail sales points (5.89% of total bankruptcies declared in 2013, and 23.84% of bankruptcies of trade companies). On the other hand, retailers who declared bankruptcy mainly sold food, beverages, tobacco products, alcohol products, furniture and lighting equipment, sports equipment, wear and footwear, leather products (dominant percentage of these bankruptcies), as well as pharmaceutical products. Th e remaining bankruptcies of enterprises registered in 2013 were industrially diversifi ed.
SUMMARY
2013 witnessed 865 bankruptcies of enterprises in Poland (as per data collected as of 20 January 2014), and this number, as emphasized in this article, is comparable to the previous year's closing balance. Th anks to the slowdown of the positive rate of changes in the number of bankruptcies declared by commercial courts, it may be concluded that this phenomenon has somehow stabilized. Similarly to the conducted structural studies on the number of enterprises declared bankrupt in that period. As the structure of these bankruptcies are still dominated by proceedings conducted to liquidate assets of insolvent debtors (80.46% of total declared bankruptcies). Only in 19.54% of all the cases Polish courts ruled out to conduct proceedings that considered a possible arrangement between a debtor and creditors.
Th e issue of such low percentage of arrangement bankruptcies has been raised by economists and lawyers who notice that this type of bankruptcy, despite that fact in the beginning it seems to be less eff ective for creditors, de facto may very frequently appear to a better solution. Since this undoubtedly diffi cult compromise means that the creditor is forced to make concessions and agree on an amount that is usually partially reimbursed by the debtor and frequently this debt is paid within a long period. However, some studies show that this process is per saldo more fi nancially eff ective than the multiannual liquidating process, in which the capital resulting from selling the estate in bankruptcy considerably below its market value does not satisfy most of creditors. Depreciation within the period of nominal values of initially declared debts and partial repayment of their values as a result of the statutory actions taken by a receiver appears to be a process that fi rstly is delayed in time and secondly it does not usually give any fi nancial satisfaction to creditors who are not fully repaid. However, thanks to knowledge of this fact and without analysing the uncontested lack of justice, creditors would certainly be able to accept this hard compromise more frequently, opening themselves to mediations with insolvent debtors than commencing the liquidating proceedings which are the last chance to seek their rights. Since it is always better it such situations to take some preventive measures than treat their consequences. Preventive measures do not always need to be expensive. It is rather a result of good practices and the proper management involving properly conducted business relations between business partners such as e.g. advance payments, settlement of long and value large projects in tranches. Moreover, the spiral of bankruptcies (insolvency of enterprises adversely aff ects other entities) is frequently a consequence of a lack of relevantly diversifi ed markets and realization of projects that exceed organizational and fi nancial capabilities of their contractors.
